[Enhanced transduction efficiency of adeno-associated virus on cancer cells with the help of low dose adenovirus].
To investigate whether adeno-associated virus (AAV) could enhance its infection efficiency on cancer cells when combined with non-replicable adenovirus (Ad-null) in vitro as well as in vivo and to study its underlying mechanisms. AAV2 particle was added into NCI-H460 tumor cell lines alone or in combination with different amount of adenovirus. 1 to 7 days after transduction, cells were observed and recorded with fluorescence microscope, the expression levels of report gene EGFP in tumor cells were examined by using flow cytometry and Western blotting, the expression of report genes luciferase was analyzed with luminometer to obtain the relative light units. After the establishment of tumor model, the nude mouse were administrated with AAV2 or AAV2 + Ad-null in tumors, and then tested their infection efficiency and expression levels with roperscientific bioluminescence tumor imaging system. The results obtained with the help of flow cytometry and luciferase assay suggested that the infection efficiency of AAV2 was enhanced significantly when combined with low dose Ad-null in vitro, the infection efficiency of AAV2 alone was 6.4% and it reached 55.2% when combined with 10 MOI Ad-null, Western blotting assay demonstrated that the protein expression level of reporter gene in tumor cells enhanced when combined with 10 MOI Ad-null compared with AAV2 infection alone, and the enhancement of reporter gene expression was observed in a concentration-dependent manner; real-time PCR analysis confirmed that Ad-null enhanced the mRNA level of AAV2-EGFP but not the copies of genomic DNA of AAV2-EGFP. Ad-null significantly augmented the infection efficiency when tested on NCI-H460 tumor model. With the help of Ad-null, the signal of luciferin in nude mouse was 4.5 times more than that of control. The infection efficiency of AAV was enhanced significantly when combined with low dose Ad-null in vitro and in vivo, and it offers basis for further study of gene therapy by AAV.